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Special session on

Reliability of offshore renewable energies:
from the design to the service life
Description
The aim of this session is to bring together scientists, engineers and decision makers in the
field of complex offshore engineering system safety, structural health monitoring, cost/benefit
assessment and risk management, in order to present and discuss innovative methodologies and
practical applications related to complex system reliability, economical risk and human risk in
complex environment. Scientific methodologies, theoretical issues and practical case studies are
expected to cover all the range from academic to industrial applications, including electromechanical and civil engineering.

Motivation
Nowadays, sustainable energy production becomes a very challenging issue and most of the
economically developed and underdeveloped countries plan rapid evolution in the 15 coming years.
The climate changes can be already felt in most of them.

Since the early 2010’s, the European Community promotes researches and innovations in the
field of Marine Renewable Energy, with the improvement of existing wind offshore industry based
on fixed structures, the promising development of floating wind energy with increasing turbine
capacities, the related increase of blade length and of the total height of the structure and the
potential offered by ocean energy (wave, tidal, thermal). Recently, in 2016, the European Strategic
Energy Technology Plan (SET-plan) wrote in its roadmap that the key goal is to reduce the LCOE. To
reach this ambitious target, the European Platform of Universities in Energy Research & Education
(EUA-EPUE) recommends to develop system reliability, maintenance and structural health
monitoring optimization and to increase service lifetime from 25 years now to 35 years.
There are many technical issues and human challenges where risk, reliability and safety are
involved: evaluation of uncertain resources (wind, wave, currents), material reliability, complex
system reliability, electrical grid optimization, collision with ships, governance of risk in a multiusage area (fishing, tourism, maritime transport, European defence).
Objective
The objective is to provide an interdisciplinary session where connection and interaction
between disciplines can be highlighted in view to embrace the complexity of the reliability and safety
at sea. Topics include (but are not limited to):
- Reliability-based design and optimization (including structural, material and electro-mechanical
issues);
- Service lifetime extension;
- Risks during sea operations and during service lifetime in a multi-usage area;
-

Robustness quantification of complex systems;
Electrical grid optimization and asset management;
Life-cycle assessment and optimization;
Structural and mechanical reliability, including electro-mechanical systems
Probabilistic degradation models;
Added value of structural health monitoring and Inspection, Maintenance and Repair

-

optimization;
Risk assessment and decision theory;
Computation procedures in analysis and optimization;
Failure consequences on human lives, activities and environmental damage ;
Organisational and societal modelling;
Industrial case studies in Coastal Structures and Marine Renewable Energy.
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The validation of the special sessions will be done under the responsibility of the technical and
scientific committee. Organizers are invited to provide a list of reviewers that may be
supplemented by TC members to ensure consistency in the evaluation process.

